HIGH RESOLUTION TIME-OF-ARRIVAL FOR A CM-PRECISE SUPER 10 METER 802.15.3C-BASED 60 GHZ OFDM POSITIONING APPLICATION
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Abstract: A 802.15.3c-compatible technique for super 10 meter cm-accurate and precise ranging is introduced, achieving update rates of more than 300 kHz. The implementation is realized on top of the 802.15.3c PHY High-Speed-Interface mode, specifying a multi-carrier orthogonal frequency division multiplexed (OFDM) implementation. The aimed application conditions foresee strong discrete non-line-of-sight fading conditions. The system’s performance is evaluated over these strong channel conditions. Due to the high absorption in the 60 GHz band and thus the poor signal-to-noise ratio at super 10 m distances the algorithm should be noise tolerant. The algorithm combines a classic auto correlation with the MLS-Prony method, a high resolution technique for frequency content analysis.

1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs) are emerging in today’s electronic devices, achieving super Gbit/s data rates over sub-10 m distances. The recent 802.15.3c PHY standard (IEEE, 2009) specifies a high speed interface mode (HSI), achieving these super Gbit/s data rates, using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) instead of a single carrier (SC) operation mode. The 802.15.3c HSI standard specifies a bandwidth $B$ of $2.64\, \text{GHz}$ for signals $u(t)$ at a carrier frequency $f_c$ of $60\, \text{GHz}$ and is therefore extremely suited for Time-of-Flight (ToF) and Time-of-Arrival (ToA) estimation, as Eqn. (1) of (Quazi, 1981) states.

$$\sigma_{\text{ToA}} \leq K_\beta \left( \frac{1}{T} \right)^{1/2} \frac{1}{\text{SNR}^{\beta}} \cdot \frac{1}{\sqrt{(f_c + B/2)^3 - (f_c - B/2)^3}}$$

This equation represents the Cramér–Rao lower (CR) bound for the precision of passive ToF based radar applications in the presence of white Gaussian noise. $\beta = 1/2$ for high SNR values and $\beta = 1$ for low SNR values. It shows the inverse relationship of the ranging precision standard deviation $\sigma_{\text{ToA}}$ and the signal’s bandwidth $B$, carrier frequency $f_c$, the signal’s signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and its duration $T$. $K_\beta$ is a $\beta$ depending proportionality constant. However, this equation assumes that the complete bandwidth contains a flat power allocation. The 802.15.3c HSI PHY standard is OFDM-based and the CR bound of this discrete carrier implementation is expected to enable ranging applications at a slightly reduced precision with respect to the flat power allocation. This paper will analyze the CR bound for OFDM-based ranging systems in the 60 GHz band based on the 802.15.3c HSI PHY standard.

Although, maximum propagation distances are around 10 m for the 802.15.3c HSI PHY standard, using an appropriate ToA estimation algorithm can push the suitability of the 802.15.3c HSI PHY specification towards higher distances, as is wanted for the application of interest. Moreover, the authors’ application specifies strong discrete multipath propagation, asking for a multipath tolerant algorithm. High update rates are required and thus $1/T$ will be high. The effect of the small time window $T$ is compensated by the broad bandwidth of the 802.15.3c HSI PHY. For the sake of reducing implementation costs, no multiple antenna techniques are considered for the application of interest.

The relation between the baseband received signal $y(t)$, the ideally transmitted baseband signal $u(t)$, the channel noise $n(t)$ and the baseband-equivalent channel impulse response $h(t)$ is as shown in Eqn. (2).
\[ y(t) = h(t) * u(t) + n(t) = \int_{0}^{\infty} h(\tau) \cdot u(t-\tau)d\tau + n(t) \]

For typical indoor non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions, where the line-of-sight (LOS) component faces obstacles, the baseband equivalent channel impulse responses can be identified as:

\[ h(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} A_i \cdot \delta(t-t_i) \cdot e^{-j2\pi f_i t} \]

with \( \exists A_i,; A_i \approx A_0 \) for NLOS conditions. \( A_i \) are the tap gains, \( t_i \) the tap time instants, \( M \) the number of multipath components \( j \) is the imaginary unit. As a good approximation, and for simulation purposes, this can be modeled as: \( h(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} A_i \cdot \delta(t-t_i) \cdot e^{j \theta_i} \), with \( \theta_i \) uniformly distributed in \([0,2\pi]\). The baseband equivalent \( h(t) \) is a complex function.

High resolution techniques enable higher ranging precisions than is enabled by the sample rate of the receiver system. (Neri et al., 2010) introduces a high resolution technique based on Kalman filters estimating the ToA. However, no NLOS-channel-aware techniques are implemented to cancel channel effects. (Xu et al., 2008) introduces a high resolution least squares based technique providing good results for frequency hopping OFDM applications. Due to 802.15.3c HSI PHY standard limitations, no frequency hopping is considered here. This paper will focus on the high resolution technique listed in (Tufts and Kumaresan, 1982). This algebraic technique can be applied to get a high resolution view on the channel behavior, the impulse response \( h(t) \). This is done by examining the discretized impulse response estimate \( \hat{h}[k] \) of \( h[k] \) at \( h[k \cdot T_s] \) (\( T_s \) the sample rate)(Winter and Wengerter, 2000).

Section 2 shows insights on OFDM-based ranging, moreover introduces a CR-bound for this multi-carrier way of ranging. Section 3 describes the 802.15.3c compatible ranging package structure for the application. Section 4 and 5 respectively introduce the coarse and fine ToA estimation steps in order to come to a precise and accurate ToA figure. Section 6 evaluates the algorithm’s results for a real channel and crystal offset values. Conclusions are drawn in section 7.

2 OFDM-BASED RANGING

Ranging applications classically use single-carrier (SC) methods in order to find the ToA. The fact that OFDM is a good data carrier partially motivates its choice for a ranging application since hardware for both data communications and ranging can then be combined. However, OFDM’s inherent ranging abilities need to be verified first. An evaluation of the CR-bound for the 802.15.3c HSI PHY spec needs to be carried out. In order to find this CR-bound, the general expression Eqn. (4) of (Knapp and Carter, 1976) needs to be evaluated:

\[ \sigma_{\text{ToA}} \geq \left( 2 \cdot \sum_{f=1}^{M-1} \frac{\gamma(f)^2}{\left( 1 - (\gamma(f))^2 \right)} \right)^{-1} \]

with:

\[ \gamma(f)^2 = \frac{G_{\text{in}}^2(f)}{(G_{\text{in}}(f) + G_{\text{un}}(f))^2} \]

\( G_{\text{in}}(f) \) and \( G_{\text{un}}(f) \) are respectively the PSD of the ranging signal and the uncorrelated noise. This expression will be evaluated for white noise and the discrete OFDM carrier allocation. According to (Liu and Li, 2004), the PSD of an OFDM package is:

\[ G_{\text{in}}(f) = K \cdot \sum_{k=-N/2}^{N/2-1} |W(f-f_c-k \cdot \Delta f)|^2 \]

\( K \) is a proportionality constant. \( W(f) \) is the Fourier transform of the window function for the OFDM symbol. In an OFDM receiver, over the period of this window, a discrete fourier transform (DFT) is carried out. For a block pulsed window function of duration \( T_{\text{DFT}} \) this results into:

\[ |W(f)|^2 = \frac{\sin^2(\pi f T_{\text{DFT}})}{\pi f^2 T_{\text{DFT}}} \]

The integral in Eqn. (4) cannot be evaluated analytically. Instead, a numerical evaluation of this bound will provide insights for the ranging abilities of the 802.15.3c HSI PHY. The time domain over which the ranging precision is evaluated is \( T_{\text{DFT}} = 202\text{ ns} \), the duration of one 802.15.3c OFDM package. All 336 available data sub carriers (see Table 1 for details) are assumed to have equal energy, including the static modulations on the 16 pilot tones. A time domain raised cosine windowing with rise time \( T_r = 0.01 \cdot T \) is chosen. The bound is plot in Fig. 1 as a function of the signal’s SNR. It is compared to the flat frequency band CR-bound (Quazi, 1981) having equal signal power. The CR-bound for the 802.15.3c HSI PHY spec is roughly equal to the flat frequency band case and doesn’t suffer performance degradation compared to the flat spectrum case. Using OFDM for ranging is thus motivated.

3 PACKAGE STRUCTURE

So far, a theoretical analysis on the ranging abilities of the 802.15.3c OFDM signals was carried out in this
Table 1: Frequency domain sub carrier allocation for the 802.15.3c HSI PHY OFDM spec.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub carriers type</th>
<th>Number of sub carriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zero sub carriers</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot sub carriers</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sub carriers</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Logical sub carriers indexes:

- Zero sub carriers: $[-256 : -178] \cup [-1, 0, 1] \cup [178 : 255]
- Data sub carriers: All others

Figure 1: CR-bound for the 802.15.3c HSI PHY specification compared to the flat bandwidth allocation approximation of (Quazi, 1981)

Figure 2: Power spectral density of the transmitted signal. The transmit filter is modeled by the 5th order Butterworth filter having a cutoff frequency of $\frac{f_c}{2}$. The spectral mask is an important action, yet, it is often omitted in algorithmic papers. The complete package structure is visualized in Fig. 3. The figure also defines the position of the $t_{ToA}$, being the time stamp on which the first payload OFDM symbol is received.

4 AUTO CORRELATION AS COARSE TOA ESTIMATION

The here-applied ToA estimation is based on aligning the (discrete Fourier transform) DFT window to the $N_{DFT}$ OFDM symbols, trailing the preamble. However, due to the high amount of identical trailing OFDM symbols, this alignment procedure can re-
result in a misalignment by \( k \cdot T_{\text{DFT}} \), with \( k \) an integer and \( T_{\text{DFT}} \) the OFDM symbol duration. This is why an initial coarse timing estimate \( \hat{T}_{\text{ToA coarse}} \), positioning this DFT window, should lie in the interval \([\hat{T}_{\text{ToA coarse}} - \frac{\Delta k}{2T_{\text{DFT}}}, \hat{T}_{\text{ToA coarse}} + \frac{\Delta k}{2T_{\text{DFT}}}]\). For this coarse timing estimate an auto correlation operation is preferred. The definition of the auto correlation for the signal \( y[k] \) is shown in Eqn. (7) and Fig. 4. \( \Delta k = 128 \) is the window over which auto correlation is carried out and the \(^*\)-operator represents the complex conjugation.

\[
\text{def : } r_n[k] = \sum_{i=k}^{k+\Delta k} u[i] \cdot u[i+\Delta k]^*
\]

\[
r_y[k] = |h[0]|^2 \cdot \sum_{i=k}^{k+\Delta k} u[i] \cdot u[i+\Delta k]^* + n'[k]
\]

\[
\text{Wanted contribution } \sum_{i=k}^{k+\Delta k} u[i] \cdot u[i+\Delta k]^*
\]

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} h[0] \cdot h[m] \sum_{i=k}^{k+\Delta k} u[i-l] \cdot u[i-m]^*
\]

The \( \hat{T}_{\text{ToA coarse}} \) is found by detecting a phase jump of \( \pi \) in the auto correlation phase. Fig 5 shows the 802.15.3c HSI PHY preamble and the amplitude and phase output of the auto correlation. The dashed line in the correlation phase realizes a fixed time difference with the ToA coarse estimate as is indicated in (Fig. 3). The reason why an auto correlation is preferred is that this operation is generally known to be less susceptible to fading channel conditions than cross correlation based synchronizations (K. Wang and Tolochko, 2003). However, one should be aware of the fact that the auto correlation expression shows a \(|h[0]|^2\)-gain for the LOS component, stressing the NLOS components’ gain with respect to the weaker \( h[0] \)-LOS component when facing a severe NLOS propagation. Whereas using the cross correlation (the LOS component has a gain of \( h[0] \)), this NLOS-stressing does not occur under severe NLOS conditions since it is a linear operation.

5 HIGH RESOLUTION TECHNIQUE AS FINE TOA ESTIMATION

The initial auto correlation based coarse ToA estimate is important for the high resolution technique. For this technique a frequency domain content analysis is performed and thus a DFT window needs to be positioned in an accurate way.

For pure data recovery, synchronization of the DFT window is not a critical issue to obtain channel information, thanks to the cyclic prefix. A malposi-
The \( \mathbf{H} \) vector is realized by a tap-by-tap division of two 512 tap DFT vectors. In order to match the sub carrier allocation of Table 1, the \( \mathbf{H} \) vector is indexed -256..255. Due to the inherent notches in the sub carrier spectrum, a limited scope on this frequency component is considered based on the concatenation of 2 data matrices.

The \( L \) operator represents the complex angle. In this work, a maximum correction ability \( \hat{r}_{\text{ToACoarse}} - \hat{r}_{\text{ToA}} \) for the MLS-Prony method is applied, according to the performance of the \( \hat{r}_{\text{ToACoarse}} \) estimation. The interval \([−106, 106] \) seems reasonable for the auto correlation implementation. \( c \) is the speed of light. \( T_s = 1/2.64 \text{GHz} \) represents the receiver sample rate, \( N \) the number of samples of the signal to which the MLS-Prony method is applied.

The here-proposed modification of the MLS-Prony algorithm is based on the matrix \( A \). This data matrix \( A \), which is needed in the process to identify the linear prediction filter, should only be filled by the corresponding non-zero \( \mathbf{H} \) values. Therefore, it is constructed based on the concatenation of 2 data matrices based on respectively the lower and higher non-zero 176 frequency domain taps. Eqn. (11) defines this matrix.

\[
\mathbf{H} = \frac{N_{\text{DFT}}}{N_{\text{DFT}}} \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{DFT}}} \left[ y[k_i + 512(i - 1)], \ldots, y[k_i + 512(N_{\text{DFT}} - 1)] \right]
\]

\[
\hat{k_s} = \frac{\hat{r}_{\text{ToACoarse}}}{T_s}
\]
of the PHY preamble consists of 14 code repetitions of the 128 sample \( \mathbf{a}_{128} \), and therefore \( \Delta T_{\text{estim}} = 14 \cdot 128 \cdot T_s = 679\text{ ns} \). These formulae provide interesting information on the expected amount of frequency mismatch. (Moose, 1994), (Pollet et al., 1995) and (Pollet et al., 1994) all provide formulae, expressing the effect of a resulting CFO and SCO as an SNR-degradation to the signal, modeling the inter carrier interference (ICI) and inter symbol interference (ISI). However, in this work the resulting CFO and SCO are applied to the signal \( y[k] \) according its definition in Eqn. (13), providing signal \( y'[k] \), which is fed to the algorithm. This approach enables realistic simulation results.

\[
y'[k] = y(t) \cdot e^{j2\pi(\ell - \epsilon) \cdot |60\text{GHz}|t} e^{-k \cdot T_s \cdot (1+(\ell - \epsilon))} \quad (13)
\]

Fig. 6 shows the technique’s ToA performance figures. For each input SNR value (20 dB down to 3 dB), 1000 different sets \( \{\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_4\} \) for the NLOS-AWGN-channel of Eqn. (11) are evaluated and both a good precision and accuracy is achieved. For the sake of comparison, the auto correlation based \( \text{ToA}_{\text{Coarse}} \) is also evaluated. The auto correlation operation is normalized in order to compensate for channel gain variations (K. Wang and Tolochko, 2003). Its performance is more-or-less constant over the AWGN-SNR range, but it faces an overestimation of more than 6 m due to the time-spread caused by the discrete multipath components. The here-proposed method shows a cm-accurate and precise ToA estimation at the lowest SNR values. These values correspond to distances over 10 m.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the ranging abilities for the 802.15.3c HSI PHY OFDM standard are evaluated in order to enable an integrated 60 GHz cm-ranging/data communications system. A general evaluation of the OFDM ranging capabilities is performed. A ranging method for non-frequency locked, frequency offset compensating, wireless nodes is introduced. The MLS-Prony high resolution technique is an interesting tool and implies cm-precise and accurate ranging for discrete multipath NLOS-conditions at 60 GHz 802.15.3c HSI WPAN, using a single antenna. The MLS-Prony data matrix is modified in order to deal with zero sub carriers. The technique still performs well at SNR values close to 3 dB. 10 additional OFDM-packages are added to the HSI preamble, achieving a total package length of 3.5\( \mu \text{s} \), realizing a super 300kHz update rate.
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